
Associative-Structural Analysis of 0-1 Data using Monotone Systems * 

G. Hencsey 
We construct a variational model of search for similar objects in data file. The model is ap-
plied to propose a new approach to the analysis of complex structured data. 

1. Introduction 

The “object ×  attribute” matrix is very common form of empirical data, for which many 

methods of analysis have been developed. These methods can be divided into two categories 

– integral and structural. With integral methods, processing produces a relatively small num-

ber of variables characterizing the data matrix as a whole. Structural methods partition the 

matrix into submatrices and perform integral analysis of each submatrix. Many variants of 

this structural analysis are described in Hartigan’s book [1]. In Soviet literature, the mono-

graph [2] is devoted to this topic. 

An important feature of both groups of methods is that the objects and the attributes (the 

rows and the columns of the data matrix), although treated as two distinct sets, are not inter-
preted as active, interacting elements. The quantity jix   corresponding to object i  and 

attribute j  in the data matrix jixX  =  is treated as passive label with index j  assigned to 

object i . 

There is, of course, a different active interpretation of the data matrix, which treats the 
quantity jix   as the measure (the weight) of interaction between element i  of one set (the set 

of objects), and the element j  of another set (the set of attributes). This interpretation clearly 

contributes new insights to data processing problems and methods: we can study the steams 

of interaction weights to the arcs of a complete bipartite “object ×  attribute” graph. 

The aim of the present paper is to describe one of the applications of this active interpreta-

tion of the “object ×  attribute” matrix for the case of 0-1 data. 
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The proposed method will be called associative-structural, since it relies on preliminary 

identification, for each object, of some special subset of objects, which we call the set of as-

sociative images of the object. Then the objects are analyzed using the associative image sets, 

rather the original attributes. This approach implicitly borrows ideas from Zadeh’s fuzzy set 

theory [3] and Arabie’s additive classification [4]. 

An essential component of the proposed approach is the use of the method of monotone 

systems [5] 1, which produces a globally optimal solution. 

2. Constructing the Set of Associative Images of an Object 

Let jixX  =  be an input matrix of N  rows (objects) and m  columns (attributes). The at-

tributes are Boolean, with values 0  and 1 only. With each object i  we associate a submatrix 
i

kr
i yY  = , comprising the attribute columns of the original matrix X  in which the object i  

has 1-s, i.e., kr
i

kr xy   = , if 1=kix   (if 0=kix  , the corresponding column k  is not included 

in iY ). 

On the set of rows of each matrix iY  define a monotone system i,W π : 

 ( ) i
r

i
H

i yY)H,r( ⋅−−⋅= ααπ 1 , (1) 

where i
ry  is the number 1’s in row r  of the matrix iY , and ! i

r
i

H yY =  is an artificial row 

defined for each subset of rows WH ⊆  ( 01 ≥≥ α ): W  is the set of rows ( NW = ). 

The introduction of the system (1) makes it possible [6] to effectively partition the set W  

into two nonintersecting subsets iG  and ii GWG \= , the first consisting mainly of 0 ’s and 

the second mainly of 1’s. This partition is a solution of some extremal problem 

 



∈⊆

)H,r(:G i

HrWH

i πminmax . 

Clearly, for any α  we have the inclusion iGi ∈ . This follows directly from the equality 

1≡i
kiy  , which holds for all m,...,k 1=  by definition of iY . 

                                                           
1 Better called “the method of monotonic systems” as it turns out the term “Monotone System” was already 

occupied in “Reliability Theory”, see Sheldon M. Ross, “Introduction to Probability Models”, Fourth Ed., 
Academic Press, Inc., pp. 406-407, jm. 
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The set of associative images of the object i  is the set iG , which contains a relatively 

large number of 1’s in the same columns, where 1’s occupy their positions in row i  of the 

matrix X . Having solved N  problems to find the associative image sets of all the rows of 
the matrix X , we arrange the solutions in the form of a square 0-1 matrix jizZ  =  of di-

mension NN × . In this matrix, row i  corresponds to an object whose associative image set 

is the subset of columns of Z  with 1’s in row i . In other words, the element jiz   is an indi-

cator (if 1=jiz  ) that the object j  is an associative image of the object i . 

The columns of the matrix Z  are used as new parameters. Note that if the " -th column ob-

ject is an associative image for some set H  of row objects, then 1=" iz  for all Hi ∈ . 

3. Classification and Its Structure Graph 

The classification scheme proposed in this section consists of three stages. 

The first stage applies to the matrix Z  the method of linguistic analysis of 0-1 matrices de-

scribed in [6]. It partitions the matrix columns into a prespecified number k  of submatrices 

and at the same time partitions the matrix rows into two classes in each of the k  column 

submatrices. The row partition in each column submatrix is effected by introducing the 

monotone system (1) and finding the corresponding extremum subsets G  and G . 

The subset qZ  of column objects is called the defining part (or the nucleus) of the q -th 

class in the classification, and the set )Z(G q  of the row objects of Z  corresponding to this 

nucleus is called its fuzzy part (or hull). On the whole, the class q  is defined as the union 

)Z(GZS qq
q != . The sought classification is a family of k  subsets { }kS,...,SS 1= . The 

index set { }k,...,,21  is denoted by )S(I . This classification in general has intersecting 

classes. However, the nuclei of its classes are nonintersecting: they constitute a partition of 

the given set of objects. 

The structure of the classification S  is the graph )V,S(Γ , with vertices corresponding to 

the elements of S  (the classes qS ) and the arcs defined by the rule ( )tqtq S,Sv = , if 

)Z(GZ tq ⊂ . 
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The implication induced by the arc tqv   corresponds to the following inference: “member-

ship of an object in the class qS  implies its membership also in the class tS .” This interpre-

tation is consistent with the notion of “dependence” (succession) of properties as subsets of 
some finite set, introduced in [7-9]. The representation of implication by the arc tqv   differs 

from these notions in two important respects. First, it is satisfied with some likelihood and 

not with logical necessity and, second, it is the outcome of a special analysis of the structure 

of the original 0-1 matrix (in distinction from [7-9], where it is defined on the original ma-

trix). In [7-9], the introduction of implication generates the method of data analysis (i.e., it is 

the input of the data analysis algorithm), whereas in our framework it is a form that enables 

us to interpret the results of analysis (i.e., it is the output of the algorithm). 

The structure )V,S(Γ  is called well-formed if for each k,...,t 1=  the following condition 

is satisfied: Vv tq ∈  implies that the vertex t  has a loop Vv tt ∈ . In other words, the impli-

cation tqv   in a well-formed structure is true if and only if the nucleus tZ  is contained in its 

hull )Z(G t ; the membership of an object in the nucleus of a class implies that it is located 

inside the hull of that class ( ))Z(GZ tt ⊆ . 

This concept is useful in two respects. First, it is constructive, and therefore enables us to 

identify well-formed subgraphs in a given classification. Second, assuming well-formedness, 

it leads to a natural operation of aggregation of structures. 

Definition. The graph )'V,'S(Γ  is an aggregated structure of the well-formed graph 

)V,S(Γ  if 

1) 'S  is a partition of S  into subsets (classes) each corresponding to a complete subgraph 
of the graph );V,S(Γ  

2) 'V'v tq ∈  implies that q'S  contains a vertex 'SS ∈α  and t'S  contains a vertex 'SS ∈β  
such that Vv ∈αβ  in )V,S(Γ . 

If in the aggregated classification 'S  we define the nucleus and the hull of the macro-class 

q'S  as the union of the respective nuclei and hulls of all the original classes and hulls from 

'S  entering q'S  then the aggregated graph )'V,'S(Γ  is again a well-formed graph. Since 

this construction may produce new complete subgraphs, which previously were not observed 
in the graph )V,S(Γ , we may apply the aggregation operation to the new graph )'V,'S(Γ  

and generate a graph )"V,"S(Γ  of the next higher level of aggregation. 
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This process of successive aggregation has a natural stopping condition – a situation when 

no further aggregation is possible. This process may be viewed as a variant of the agglomera-

tive procedure [1], which starts with some initial classification into k  classes and ends with a 

classification into *k  classes ( kk* ≤ ). 

It is significant that on each level we have a classification representable in two forms: nu-

clear, when the classes are nonintersecting, and fuzzy, with intersections; the nuclear forms 

have their own agglomerative tree and the fuzzy forms have a different tree. The relation 

formalized by the structure describes the relationship between these trees 2 )V~,S~(Γ . 

In conclusion, we should stress that the agglomerative process described above essentially 

depends on the partition of the current graph )V~,S~(Γ  into complete subgraphs (in general, 

this partition is not unique). The existence of different agglomerative procedures, combined 
with the free parameters α  in (1) and )S(Ik = , enables us to tune the general scheme of 

analysis to the solution of various applied problems. 

4. Conclusion 

In this paper we have focused on certain aspects and concepts of the data structuring prob-

lem, such as interaction of objects and parameters, the set of associative images of an object, 

the structure and aggregation of classifications. The proposed construction demonstrates the 

usefulness of these concepts. It is easily extended from 0-1 to general numerical data; the as-

sociative image set can be constructed not only for an object but also for a parameter, and 

then comparison of two image sets may lead to a new interaction scheme of objects and at-

tributes. Other classification algorithms may be generated by the basic classification S . Of 

special interest is the intersection structure of the sets )Z(G),...,Z(G k1 ; the aggregation 

procedure may be defined in a different way. We did not aim at an exhaustive study of these 

alternatives; rather we used a single example in order to demonstrate how, given little prior 

information, we can apply the system approach to analyze the data bank and the structural 

approach to characterize the data. 
                                                           
2 The tilde ~ is used to emphasize that in general this is some intermediate level of aggregation. 
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In this framework, the classification problem emerges to the forefront, and the performance 

measure of the classes is no longer a functional, as in the main body of classification re-

search 3 [2], but rather simplicity of the structure induced by the classification and the com-

prehensibility of the classification structure on the logical level. 

The method of monotone systems implemented in this framework provides a fairly general 

tool [5] for aggregated description of a priori poorly structured data, by considering the inter-

action between the elements of the relevant sets. 
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